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Abstract Black carbon (BC) is usually mixed with other aerosol species within individual aerosol particles.
This mixture, along with the particles’ size and morphology, determines the particles’ optical and cloud
condensation nuclei properties, and hence black carbon’s climate impacts. In this study, the
particle-resolved aerosol model PartMC-MOSAIC (Particle Monte Carlo-Model for Simulating Aerosol
Interactions and Chemistry) was used to quantify the importance of black carbon mixing state for predicting
cloud microphysical quantities. Based on a set of about 100 cloud parcel simulations a process-level analysis
framework was developed to attribute the response in cloud microphysical properties to changes in the
underlying aerosol population (“plume effect”) and the cloud parcel cooling rate (“parcel effect”). In most
of the simulations the plume and parcel effects had opposite signs, with the plume effect dominating. The
response of cloud droplet number concentration to changes in BC emissions depended on the BC mixing
state. When the aerosol population contained mainly aged BC, an increase in BC emission increased cloud
droplet number concentrations (“additive effect”). In contrast, when the aerosol population contained
mainly fresh BC particles, they act as sinks for condensable gaseous species, resulting in decreasing
cloud droplet number concentration as BC emissions were increased (“competition effect”). Additionally,
we quantified the error in cloud microphysical quantities when neglecting the information on BC mixing
state. The errors ranged from −12% to +45% for the cloud droplet number fraction, from 0% to +1022% for
the nucleation-scavenged BC mass fraction, from −12% to +4% for the effective radius, and from −30% to
+60% for the relative dispersion.

1. Introduction

Black carbon-containing aerosol particles impact climate by a variety of pathways. They absorb solar radiation,
which causes a warming of the atmosphere where these particles reside [Jacobson, 2001; Seinfeld, 2008;
Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008; Feichter and Stier, 2012]. They also can impact climate indirectly, owing
to their interactions with clouds. For this paper two of these indirect effects are of particular importance
[Bond et al., 2013, Chapter 7], here named the “additive” and “competition” effects. First, even though fresh
black carbon-containing particles (called “BC particles” in this paper for brevity) are poor cloud condensa-
tion nuclei, they can form cloud droplets if they are mixed with soluble aerosol material [Hitzenberger et al.,
1999; Dusek et al., 2006; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008]. Increasing BC emissions would therefore result in an
increase of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentration (the additive effect). Second, precisely because BC
particles act as a sink for condensable soluble material, increasing their number concentration may result in
a decrease of CCN if the available condensable material is limited (the competition effect). The competition
between these climate impacts of BC particles makes it difficult to estimate the overall impact of black carbon
mitigation strategies [Chen et al., 2010; Jacobson, 2010; Bahadur et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014].

Whether a BC particle forms a cloud droplet hinges on its critical supersaturation and the ambient saturation
ratio. The former depends on the size and hygroscopicity of the BC particle, which are in turn determined
by the state of the particle at emission and the aging processes that the particle is exposed to in the atmo-
sphere [Furutani et al., 2008; Riemer et al., 2010]. The latter is determined by the characteristics of the entire
aerosol population as well as the environmental updraft speed [Feingold et al., 2003; Reutter et al., 2009;
Lu et al., 2012]. Field observations show that the distribution of chemical species across an aerosol population,
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i.e., the aerosol mixing state, can be complex [Moteki et al., 2007; Moffet and Prather, 2009; McMeeking et al.,
2011; Cahill et al., 2012], which represents a considerable modeling challenge. Recent modeling efforts on the
global scale [Bauer et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012] and regional scale [Matsui et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2014] have refined the model representation of aerosol mixing state; however, simplifying assumptions
regarding mixing state are still used in these models. We are only now beginning to systematically quantify
the errors introduced by these assumptions [Ching et al., 2012; Kaiser et al., 2014].

In Ching et al. [2012], we used the stochastic particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC [Riemer et al., 2009;
Zaveri et al., 2008] for cloud parcel simulations and developed a method to quantify the errors in the acti-
vation of BC particles introduced by simplified aerosol mixing state representations. For a polluted urban
plume scenario of 48 h of simulation time, neglecting differences in particle composition resulted in errors
of less than 25% for the predictions of cloud droplet number fraction, while errors for the predictions in the
nucleation-scavenged BC mass fraction were up to 600%. Generally, relatively small errors in cloud droplet
number fraction did not necessarily translate to small errors in nucleation-scavenged BC mass fraction.
However, these findings were based on only one particular urban plume scenario.

In this study, we use a more comprehensive approach to generalize the conclusions in Ching et al. [2012],
investigating a wider range of environmental conditions. In addition, we devise a framework to quantify
how mixing state affects the response in cloud droplet number concentration to changes in environmental
conditions.

Specifically, we probe the parameter space by varying four parameters, namely, the BC emission rate, the back-
ground particle number concentration, the gas emission rate, and the cloud parcel cooling rate. The first three
parameters influence the evolution of aerosol mixing state, i.e., how the aerosol particles age in the urban
plume through coagulation and condensation of secondary aerosol species. This consequently affects the
hygroscopicity and critical supersaturation distribution of the particle population. Together with the fourth
parameter (cooling rate) this determines the maximum saturation ratio attained in the cloud parcel, which
critically affects the cloud droplet number concentrations [Feingold et al., 2003; Reutter et al., 2009].

The contributions of this study are (1) developing a metric to attribute the differences in cloud droplet number
concentration between any two environmental scenarios to differences in two separate factors, namely, the
underlying aerosol population characteristics and the maximum saturation ratio attained in the cloud parcel;
and (2) quantifying the sensitivity of the errors in calculating cloud microphysical properties due to simplified
aerosol mixing state representation to a wide range of environmental conditions.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC and
particle-resolved cloud parcel model. Section 3 describes the simulation setup. The results are then discussed
in three separate sections. Section 4 presents an overview of the aerosol population characteristics of the
suite of urban plume scenarios and summarizes the results from the cloud parcel simulations. In section 5,
we present a method for attributing changes in cloud droplet number concentrations to changes in the ini-
tial aerosol population and to the cloud parcel response. Section 6 gives the error quantification in activation
fraction, the associated nucleation-scavenged fraction of black carbon, the effective radius, and the relative
spectral dispersion of cloud droplet spectrum due to simplified model representation in aerosol mixing states.
Summary and conclusions are provided in section 7.

2. Model Description
2.1. Particle-Resolved Aerosol Model PartMC-MOSAIC
PartMC-MOSAIC (Particle Monte Carlo-Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry) [Riemer et al.,
2009; Zaveri et al., 2008] is a stochastic, particle-resolved model that simulates the evolution of the per-particle
composition of a large number of aerosol particles within a well-mixed computational volume. The particle
positions in the computational volume are not tracked. The full model description of PartMC-MOSAIC is given
in Riemer et al. [2009]. In brief, PartMC-MOSAIC simulates the evolution of individual particle composition in an
aerosol population due to both particle coagulation and gas-particle partitioning. While we track the number
of coagulation events that each particle undergoes, we do not store the internal structure of the particles.

PartMC handles particle emission, mixing of particles with background air, as well as Brownian coagula-
tion among particles stochastically [Riemer et al., 2009]. Dry and wet deposition of aerosol particles are not
included. We used weighted particles in the sense of DeVille et al. [2011] to increase computational efficiency.
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To allow for the treatment of aerosol chemistry, PartMC is coupled to the aerosol chemistry module MOSAIC
[Zaveri et al., 2008]. This includes the gas phase photochemical mechanism CBM-Z [Zaveri and Peters, 1999],
a method for estimating activity coefficients of electrolytes and ions in aqueous solutions [Zaveri et al., 2005a],
a solver for intraparticle solid-liquid partitioning [Zaveri et al., 2005b], and a solver for dynamic gas-particle par-
titioning [Zaveri et al., 2008]. MOSAIC includes 77 gaseous species and 19 aerosol species. The first 11 aerosol
species are SO4, NO3, Cl, CO3, MSA (methanesulfonic acid), NH4, Na, Ca, other inorganic mass (which includes
species such as SiO2, metal oxides, and other unmeasured or unknown inorganic species present in aerosols),
black carbon (BC), and primary organic aerosol (POA). To represent secondary organic aerosol (SOA) we use
the SORGAM model [Schell et al., 2001] with four model species originating from the oxidation of anthro-
pogenic VOC precursors, and four model species from the oxidation of biogenic VOC precursors. The model
version of PartMC that we used here is version 2.2.0.

2.2. Particle-Resolved Cloud Parcel Model
The details of the particle-resolved cloud parcel capability were described in Ching et al. [2012]. The cloud
parcel model simulates the competition for water vapor among aerosol particles that experience cooling at a
prescribed cooling rate. For an input aerosol population containing Np particles, the system of ordinary differ-
ential equations consists of Np + 1 equations, with one equation for the rate of change of the environmental
saturation ratio, Sv and Np equations for the rate of change of the wet diameter of each particle. For numerical
details of the cloud parcel model implementation, the readers are referred to Appendix A in Ching et al. [2012].
We do not consider any entrainment and collision-coalescence among cloud droplets, and both temperature
and pressure are prescribed functions of time.

In Ching et al. [2012] we prescribed the cooling rate, but assumed constant pressure. Here we updated the
model to allow for pressure changes consistent with adiabatic conditions. To simplify the numerical imple-
mentation we precalculated the pressure along the trajectory as follows. During the subsaturated stage,
the relationship between temperature and pressure is dry adiabatic. Once saturation is reached, we use
pseudo-moist adiabatic conditions to describe the relationship between the temperature and pressure in the
cloud parcel. The rate of change of parcel pressure, dp∕dt, can be calculated from the constant cooling rate,
dT∕dt as follows [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997],

dp
dt

=
(cpa + wvcpv)p
(Ra + wvRv)T

dT
dt

+
lvp

(Ra + wvRv)T
dwv

dt
, (1)

where wv is water vapor mixing ratio, cpa is the specific heat capacity of dry air, cpv is the specific heat capacity
of water vapor, Ra is the specific gas constant for dry air, and Rv is the specific gas constant for water vapor.
We calculate dwv∕dt using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the rate of change of temperature, dT∕dt,
assuming all water vapor condenses in the saturated environment. From dp∕dt, together with the initial parcel
pressure, a parcel pressure time series can be precalculated and used as cloud parcel model input.

The modeling approach used here follows Majeed and Wexler [2001] in prescribing the cooling rate. An alterna-
tive modeling framework would prescribe the updraft velocity and compute the temperature change, which it
is done in many other cloud parcel studies [Howell, 1949; Mordy, 1959; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1997; Nenes et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2016]. However, computing temperature changes would require
the modeling of radiative heating effects due to the presence of black carbon inside the cloud droplets and as
interstitial aerosol [Conant et al., 2002], which would significantly complicate the interpretation of our results.

3. Description of Simulations
3.1. Plume Time Versus Parcel Time
Following the same strategy as in Ching et al. [2012], the simulations in this study were carried out as
a two-stage process, the urban plume stage and the cloud parcel stage. For the urban plume stage,
the evolution of an urban plume aerosol population in a subsaturated environment was simulated using
PartMC-MOSAIC. This was done in a Lagrangian approach, assuming that the parcel moved over a polluted
urban environment for 48 h, starting at 6:00 A.M. local time. We refer to the time-elapsed variable during the
urban plume stage as plume time tp, where tp = 0 corresponds to the 6:00 A.M. starting time. An overview
of the urban plume scenarios is provided in section 4.1. We focus our discussion on the particle populations
at tp = 1 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h, as these represent very different stages regarding the degree of aging of
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Table 1. Number Concentration, Na, of the Initial/Background Aerosol Population and Area Source Strength, Ea, of the
Three Types of Emissiona

Dg (μm) 𝜎g Composition by Mass

Initial/Background Na (cm−3)

Aitken mode 1800 0.02 1.45 49.64% (NH4)2SO4 + 49.64% SOA + 0.72% BC

Accumulation mode 1500 0.116 1.65 49.64% (NH4)2SO4 + 49.64% SOA + 0.72% BC

Emission Ea /m−2 s−1

Meat cooking 9 × 106 0.086 1.91 100% POA

Diesel vehicles 1.6 × 108 0.05 1.74 30% POA + 70% BC

Gasoline vehicles 5 × 107 0.05 1.74 80% POA + 20% BC
aAll aerosol size distributions are assumed to be lognormal and defined by the geometric mean diameter, Dg, and the

geometric standard deviation, 𝜎g.

BC-containing particles. Aging processes include coagulation among particles and condensation of sec-
ondary aerosol mass on existing aerosol particles, which result in changes in per-particle chemical
composition. Photochemical aging is not considered in this study. The PartMC-MOSAIC model does not
currently include photochemical aging, but it is the subject of current model development and will be
investigated in a future study.

We then used the particle-resolved populations of the selected plume hours to initialize individual cloud par-
cel simulations that have a duration of 10 min each. We call the time variable during the cloud parcel stage
cloud parcel time tc, so that for any given cloud parcel simulation tc runs from 0 min to 10 min. Since pro-
cesses other than water vapor condensation and liquid water droplet evaporation were not included in the
cloud parcel model simulation, any differences in cloud droplet number concentration and other associated
cloud microphysical properties can be exclusively attributed to differences in the aerosol particle population
characteristics that was used as input.

3.2. Setup of Sensitivity Simulations and Nomenclature
We constructed a scenario library of eight different scenarios as follows. Six 48 h urban plume scenarios were
constructed by varying the emission rate of BC-containing particles (100%, 25%, and 2.5% of the case pre-
sented by Ching et al. [2012], denoted by E100, E25, and E2.5, respectively), and in the number concentration of
background particles (100% and 10% of the case in Ching et al. [2012], denoted by B100 and B10, respectively).
These variations changed the BC mixing state by changing the coagulation rates and competition for con-
densation of secondary aerosol species. The gas phase emissions for these six scenarios were the same as
presented in Ching et al. [2012] (denoted by G100). The resulting BC mass concentrations were consistent with
observations described in the Report to Congress on Black Carbon [United States Environmental Protection
Agency, 2012, pp. 120–121], which states that BC concentrations in the U.S. range between 0.3 and 3.0 μg m−3

in urban areas and between 0.1 and 0.6 μg m−3 in rural areas.

Two more 48 h urban plume scenarios were added that varied in the emission rate of the gaseous components
(50% and 25% of the original case in Ching et al. [2012], denoted by G50 and G25, respectively). The emission
and background parameters for these two scenarios were kept at the base case (B100-E100). For all urban
plume scenarios, both aerosol and gas phase emissions were introduced during the first 12 h of simulation.
This setup is the same in Zaveri et al. [2010], and was chosen with the following conceptual model in mind.
When the simulation starts at 6:00 A.M. LST (local solar time), the Lagrangian air parcel initially represents
a volume of air in the polluted, well-mixed boundary layer during the daytime. After sunset we assume the
air parcel represents the polluted air that remains in the nocturnal residual layer, decoupled from the stable
surface layer, and hence we discontinue emissions after 12 h. By the next morning (around 0600 LST), the
polluted air parcel is assumed to be over ocean, again decoupled from the stable marine surface layer, and is
advected in the residual layer for another day.

As we will show in section 4.1, changing these input parameters created a wide range of urban plume
conditions where BC aging proceeded at different rates. As shown in previous studies [Riemer et al., 2010;
Fierce et al., 2015], the aging rate, i.e., the conversion of BC from hydrophopic to hygroscopic, is deter-
mined by both condensation of secondary aerosol and coagulation with more hygroscopic particles.
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Table 2. Parameters That Were Varied to Construct a Total of 96 Cloud Parcel Simulations and the Corresponding
Abbreviation Used in the Texta

Quantity Values (Abbreviations)

Plume scenarios Background particle concentration 100% (B100) 10% (B10)

BC particle emission rate 100% (E100) 25% (E25) 2.5% (E2.5)

Gas emission concentration 100% (G100) 50% (G50b) 25% (G25b)

Cloud parcel simulations Plume hour 1 h (T1) 12 h (T12) 24 h (T24) 48 h (T28)

Cooling rate (in K min−1) 0.15 (C0.15) 0.5 (C0.5) 0.85 (C0.85)
aFor example, the abbreviation B10-E25-G100-T12-C0.15 refers to the cloud parcel simulation that was initialized with

urban plume run with 10% background aerosol concentration, 25% BC emission rate and 100% gas emission rate at
tp = 12 h using a cooling rate of Ṫ = −0.15 K min−1.

bThe scenarios that were only run in conjuction with scenario B100-E100.

The relative importance of these two processes depends on the particular environmental conditions. For our
base case scenario (B100-E100), condensation dominated during the daytime, while coagulation dominated
during the nighttime.

All other input parameters were identical for the urban plume scenarios. These included the initial chemical
composition and the size distribution parameters of background particles and the particle emissions, as well
as meteorological conditions such as temperature profile, relative humidity, and mixing height. The base case
plume scenario (B100-E100-G100) was described in detail in Ching et al. [2012], and Table 1 summarizes the
information regarding the background aerosol distributions and the particle emissions. The composition of
freshly emitted BC particles from traffic is prescribed as 70% BC and 20% POA (representing emissions from
diesel cars), and 20% BC and 80% POA (representing emissions from gasoline cars). Both BC and POA are
assumed to be hydrophobic species with a hygroscopicity parameter of 0 for BC and of 0.001 for POA.

As outlined in section 3.1, we used four selected aerosol populations from each urban plume scenario as
inputs for the cloud parcel simulations; these were the populations at tp = 1 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h, abbreviated
by T1, T12, T24, and T48, respectively. Since the error magnitudes may also depend on the cooling rate that
the aerosol populations are exposed to in the cloud parcel, we explored different cooling rates, 0.15 K min−1,
0.5 K min−1, and 0.85 K min−1, denoted by C0.15, C0.5, and C0.85, respectively. The three cooling rates cor-
respond approximately to cloud base updraft speeds of 0.55 m s−1, 1.82 m s−1, and 3.10 m s−1, respectively,
and were selected to represent conditions ranging from stratus [Babb and Verlinde, 1999; Peng et al., 2005] to
cumulus cloud types [Lu et al., 2012]. The initial relative humidity of each cloud parcel simulation was 95%.

This amounts to 96 individual cloud parcel simulations in total (8 urban plume scenarios with 12 cloud parcel
simulations each). Table 2 provides an overview and lists the abbreviations used for the remainder of this
paper to refer to individual cases. For example, the abbreviation B10-E25-G100-T12-C0.15 refers to the cloud
parcel simulation that was initialized with the urban plume scenario with 10% background aerosol number
concentration, 25% BC emission rate, and 100% gas emission rate at plume time tp = 12 h using a cooling
rate of Ṫ = −0.15 K min−1.

4. Overview of Urban Plume Scenarios and Cloud Parcel Simulations

This section describes the range of aerosol concentration levels and aerosol population characteristics cov-
ered by the urban plume scenarios and presents a summary of the results of the associated cloud parcel
simulations.

4.1. Urban Plume Scenarios
Figure 1 shows the time series of selected quantities from the urban plume scenarios. The line color indicates
the level of the BC emissions (magenta for E100, light blue for E25, and yellow for E2.5), and the line style
indicates the level of background particle concentration (solid for B100 and dashed for B10). For example, the
yellow dashed line represents plume scenario B10-E2.5-G100.

The temporal variation of aerosol number concentration Na in Figure 1a was governed by particle emission,
coagulation and dilution. For all simulations the maximum number concentration was therefore reached
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Figure 1. (a) Total aerosol number concentration, Na, (b) ratio of BC-containing aerosol number concentration, NBC to
total aerosol number concentration, Na, (c) total aerosol mass concentration, ma (d) total BC-containing aerosol mass
concentration, mBC, as a function of plume time tp. Magenta, blue, and yellow represent black carbon emission rate
levels, E100, E25, and E2.5, respectively. Solid and dashed lines stand for background aerosol number concentrations,
B100 and B10, respectively. In Figure 1c, the orange and purple solid lines indicate the total aerosol mass concentration,
ma, for B100-E100-G50 and B100-E100-G25.

at the end of the emission period, at tp = 12 h. It ranged from 1.2 × 103 cm−3 for the least polluted case
B10-E2.5-G100 to 1.6 × 104 cm−3 for the most polluted case B100-E100-G100. After this, the number concen-
tration continually decreases due to coagulation and dilution with background air.

Figure 1b shows the number fraction of BC-containing particles. For plume scenario B10-E100-G100, a sce-
nario of high BC emission rate and low background concentration, more than 95% of all particles contain BC.
On the other hand, for the plume scenario with high aerosol background and the lowest emission rate,
B100-E2.5-G100, only up to 11% of particles contain BC.

The total aerosol mass concentration is shown in Figure 1c. Here we also show the total aerosol mass con-
centration for the G50 and the G25 plume scenarios. Note that these are run only in conjunction with the
B100-E100 scenario, i.e., here we show B100-E100-G50 and B100-E100-G25. The formation of secondary

Figure 2. Two-dimensional number concentration distribution n(Ddry,wBC, dry), at (a) tp = 1 h, (b) tp = 12 h, (c) tp = 24 h,
and (d) tp = 48 h for plume scenario B100-E100-G100.
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Figure 3. Fraction of particle number concentration with black carbon dry
mass fraction (wBC, dry) less than 30%, fN, w30, as a function of plume time
tp. Magenta, blue, and yellow represent black carbon emission rate levels,
E100, E25, and E2.5, respectively. Solid and dashed lines stand for
background aerosol number concentrations, B100 and B10, respectively.
Orange and purple solid lines represent the two plume scenarios
B100-E100-G50 and B100-E100-G25, respectively.

aerosol material was similar in all
G100 cases, since the emissions of
gaseous precursors were the same.
The total mass concentration on the
first day was dominated by ammo-
nium nitrate formation, which evapo-
rated after ammonia emissions ceased
[Ching et al., 2012]. Secondary produc-
tion of sulfate and organic mass also
occurred on the second day of the
simulation. In comparison, less sec-
ondary aerosol mass was formed in
plume scenario G50 (orange line) and
G25 (purple line). For example, for
tp = 12 h, ma varies by a factor of
about 2 between plume scenarios
G100 and G50. The BC mass concentra-
tions of all the plume scenarios ranged
from 0.05 μg m−3 to 3.6 μg m−3 as
shown in Figure 1d.

To illustrate how the BC mixing
state evolved, Figure 2 shows the

two-dimensional particle number concentration distribution as a function of dry diameter, Ddry and BC dry
mass fraction, wBC, dry, for plume scenario B100-E100-G100. The BC mass fraction for a particle is defined as

wBC, dry =
𝜇BC

𝜇dry
, (2)

where 𝜇BC is the particle BC mass and 𝜇dry is the particle’s total dry mass. We define the two-dimensional
cumulative number distribution, N(Ddry,wBC, dry) as the number concentration of particles that have a dry
diameter less than Ddry and a BC mass fraction less than wBC, dry. We further define the two-dimensional
number distribution, n(Ddry,wBC, dry) as

n(Ddry,wBC, dry) =
𝜕2N(Ddry,wBC, dry)
𝜕 log10 Ddry 𝜕wBC, dry

. (3)

As explained in section 3.1, we focus on four selected plume time snapshots, tp =1 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h. These
correspond to the local times of 7:00 A.M., 6:00 P.M., and 6:00 A.M. on day 2, and 66:00 A.M. on day 3. Figure 2a
shows at tp = 1 h three distinct horizontal bands representing diesel soot particles with wBC, dry = 70%,
gasoline particles with wBC, dry = 20%, and meat cooking particles with wBC, dry = 0%. Background particles
containing trace amounts of black carbon also contributed to the subpopulation at wBC, dry ≈ 0% (see Table 1).

As the urban plume evolved over the course of the day, particles with BC dry mass fractions ranging between
70% and 0% gradually developed because of condensation of gaseous aerosol precursors and coagulation. At
tp = 12 h and thereafter, the two horizontal distinct bands at wBC, dry = 70% and wBC, dry = 20% disappeared
since no fresh emissions entered the simulation. For most of the particles, wBC, dry decreased to less than 60%
at tp = 24 h and to less than 40% after 2 days. The diagonal lines appear because condensation of secondary
species decreases BC mass fraction faster for smaller particles than for larger particles.

As the BC dry mass fractions of the primary particles decreased, the particles became more hygroscopic.
Enhanced hygroscopicity, combined with the increase in particle sizes as a result of condensation of gaseous
aerosol precursors and coagulation, led to decreases in the per-particle critical supersaturations over the
course of 2 days [Ching et al., 2012]. At tp = 1 h, the freshly emitted particles’ critical supersaturation ranged
between 1% and 10%. After 2 days of simulation, most of the particles had critical supersaturation values less
than 0.5%.
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of conversion efficiency factor 𝜆N, which
quantifies the relative change in cloud droplet number concentration per
relative change in aerosol number concentration. (a) Change in aerosol
number concentration was produced by changing aerosol background
concentration values. (b) Change in aerosol number concentration was
produced by changing BC emission rates.

Changing the BC emission rate,
background aerosol concentration or
the gas emission rates impacted the
per-particle composition evolution.
This is summarized in Figure 3, which
exemplarily shows the time evolution
of the number concentration fraction
of particles with wBC, dry lower than
30%, denoted fN,w30. Given a certain
plume time tp, fN,w30 was lower for
scenarios with higher BC emission
rates. For example, at tp = 24 h, about
87% of particles for plume scenario
B100-E100-G100 (solid magenta line)
had a BC dry mass fraction of less
than 30%, while for B100-E25-G100
(solid blue line), about 97%, and
B100-E2.5-G100 (solid yellow line),
more than 99% of all particles had
BC mass fractions less than 30%. This
difference arose because the plume
scenarios with reduced BC emissions
started out with higher values for

fN,w30. In addition, less competition existed among BC particles for condensable secondary aerosol mate-
rial when BC emissions were reduced, and relatively more coagulation events occurred between BC and
non-BC particles in BC emission-reduced plume scenarios (although the total number of coagulation events
decreased in BC emission-reduced scenarios).

In contrast, reducing the concentration of background aerosol particles or lowering gas emission rates
resulted in a slower decrease of BC mass fractions over time on a per-particle level. For example, while for
B100-E100-G100 fN,w30 increased from about 61% at tp = 1 h to 87% at tp = 24 h (solid magenta line), for
B10-E100-G100 the corresponding change is only from 55% to 67% (dashed magenta line). Similarly, reducing
the gas emission rates from G100 to G50 to G25 resulted in longer persistence of high BC dry mass frac-
tions. For example, at tp = 24 h, fN,w30 increased from 64% to 77% and 87% as the gas phase emission rates
increased from plume scenario B100-E100-G25 (solid purple line) to B100-E100-G50 (solid orange line) and
B100-E100-G100 (solid magenta line).

4.2. Cloud Parcel Simulations
To evaluate how changes in the underlying aerosol population translate into changes in the cloud droplet
concentration, we define the aerosol-to-cloud-droplet conversion efficiency factor 𝜆N as follows:

𝜆N =
ΔNd

Nd

ΔNa

Na

, (4)

where ΔNa is the difference in aerosol concentration between any two urban plume scenarios, and ΔNd is
the corresponding difference in cloud droplet concentration that results after performing the cloud parcel
simulations. The parameter 𝜆N equals 1 when the relative change in aerosol concentration equals the relative
change in the resulting cloud droplet concentration. A positive 𝜆N value indicates that ΔNa and ΔNd have the
same sign, i.e., an increase in Na results in an increase in Nd, and a decrease in Na results in a decrease in Nd.
When 𝜆N is negative, ΔNa and ΔNd have opposite signs, so that an increase in Na results in a decrease in Nd

and vice versa.

Figure 4 shows histograms of 𝜆N for all cloud parcel simulations, separated by the mechanism of how the
change in aerosol concentration was produced. Figure 4a compares the urban plume scenarios with differ-
ing aerosol background concentration (B100 and B10), and Figure 4b compares the urban plume scenarios
with differing BC emission rate (E100 and E25, as well as E25 and E2.5). Most of the 𝜆N values are positive,
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Figure 5. Frequency distribution of conversion efficiency factor 𝜆r , which
quantifies the relative change in effective radius per relative change in
aerosol number concentration. (a) Change in aerosol number
concentration was produced by changing aerosol background
concentration values. (b) Change in aerosol number concentration
was produced by changing BC emission rates.

indicating that decreasing the aerosol
background concentration or the BC
emission rate does indeed result in a
decrease in Nd as one might expect.
However, interestingly, some cases
exist where the opposite applies,
represented by a negative 𝜆N value.
We will analyze these cases in more
detail in section 5.

Analogously to 𝜆N, we can define effi-
ciency factors that quantify the rela-
tive in change effective radius per rel-
ative change in aerosol number con-
centration

𝜆r =
Δreff

reff

ΔNa

Na

, (5)

and the relative change in relative dis-
persion per relative change in aerosol
number concentration

𝜆𝜖 =
Δ𝜖
𝜖

ΔNa

Na

. (6)

The effective radius of a cloud droplet size spectrum is defined as the ratio of the third moment to the second
moment of the cloud droplet spectrum. We define the cloud droplets to be particles with wet diameter greater
than 2 μm, so the effective radius can be written as the following,

reff =
∫ ∞

1𝜇m r3n(r)dr

∫ ∞
1𝜇m r2n(r)dr

. (7)

The spectral dispersion of the cloud droplet spectrum is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of the
cloud droplet spectrum to the average diameter of the droplet population,

𝜖 = 𝜎(n(D))
D̄

. (8)

Effective radius is an important quantity for computing cloud albedo and evaluating aerosol indirect effects
[Twomey, 1991], and relative dispersion is needed to accurately parameterize effective radius [Martin et al.,
1994; McFarquhar and Heymsfield, 2001; Liu and Daum, 2000, 2002], evaluate the aerosol indirect effect
[Rotstayn and Liu, 2003], and parameterize autoconversion rates [Liu and Daum, 2004].

Figure 5 shows that most values for 𝜆r are negative, which is consistent with the fact that in most cases an
increase in aerosol particle number concentration leads to a higher cloud droplet number concentration, but
smaller cloud droplets. The response in relative dispersion shown in Figure 6 is not as straightforward to inter-
pret but is consistent with the work by Chen et al. [2016]. They defined two different regimes for aerosol-cloud
interactions based on the response of 𝜖 to increases in aerosol number concentration. Given a certain updraft
velocity, the aerosol-limited regime is characterized by increasing 𝜖 with increasing Na (positive 𝜆r), while the
updraft-limited regime is characterized by decreasing 𝜖 with increasing Na (negative 𝜆r). Since most of our 𝜆𝜖
values are positive, we conclude that our simulations cover mostly the aerosol-limited regime.

To further evaluate how differences in CCN properties of the underlying aerosol population translate to
the corresponding differences in cloud droplet number concentration, the maximum saturation ratio, Smax,
attained in the parcel simulation is the critical factor, which in turn depends on aerosol population properties
and the cloud parcel cooling rate. In the next section, we will examine how the difference in Nd for any
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Figure 6. Frequency distribution of conversion efficiency factor 𝜆𝜖 , which
quantifies the relative change in relative dispersion per relative change in
aerosol number concentration. (a) Change in aerosol number
concentration was produced by changing aerosol background
concentration values. (b) Change in aerosol number concentration was
produced by changing BC emission rates.

two cloud parcel simulations can be
attributed to changes in the plume
properties and changes in the cloud
parcel response.

5. Plume Effect and Parcel
Effect

Changing BC emission rates, the
aerosol background concentration
or gas emission rates can modify the
aerosol CCN spectrum in the urban
plume. However, given a certain cool-
ing rate, this only partially explains the
subsequent change in cloud droplet
number concentration, because the
maximum saturation ratio in the cloud
parcel changes also in response to
the altered aerosol population. In
this section we develop a framework
to disentangle these two factors, so
that we can attribute differences in
cloud droplet number concentration

between two cloud parcel simulations to differences in the underlying aerosol population (“plume effect”)
and to differences in the maximum saturation ratio response (“parcel effect”). We then apply the framework
to compare cloud parcel simulations with different aerosol background concentration and with different
black carbon emission rates. For this paper we are especially interested in relating the findings to black
carbon mixing state.

To attribute the differences in cloud droplet number concentration between any two cloud parcel simula-
tions to the differences in the corresponding CCN spectra of the underlying aerosol populations and to the
maximum supersaturation achieved in the parcel simulations, we introduce the quantities shown schemat-
ically in Figure 7. The two CCN spectra correspond to aerosol populations from two different urban plume
scenarios. When used as input for the cloud parcel simulations the maximum supersaturations smax, 1 and
smax, 2, respectively, are reached. The intersections with the CCN spectra represent the resulting cloud droplet
number concentrations, Nd,1 and Nd,2 assuming that particles with critical supersaturation lower than smax

Figure 7. Illustration of plume and parcel effects to attribute change in
cloud droplet number concentration (ΔNd) when comparing two different
scenarios. In this case the total aerosol concentration was reduced (ΔNa),
which resulted in a net reduction of the cloud droplet number
concentration (ΔNd). This reduction is a superposition of a large decrease
in CCN concentrations (ΔNd,plume) combined with an increase of
supersaturation in the cloud parcel (ΔNd,parcel).

become cloud droplets, which neglects
the impact of kinetic limitation [Nenes
et al., 2001]. Kinetic limitation is
accounted for in our cloud parcel sim-
ulations and is not negligible; hence,
using smax would overestimate the
cloud droplet concentrations.

We can circumvent this problem since,
at the end of the cloud parcel simu-
lation, we know exactly which aerosol
particles end up as cloud droplets and
which ones remain as interstitial parti-
cles, after the transient activation pro-
cess is over. Specifically, we know the
maximum critical supersaturation of
the particles that were able to form
cloud droplets (s1). These are the par-
ticles that “just made it” to become
cloud droplets. All particles with critical
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supersaturation lower than s1 will also form cloud droplets. We also know the minimum critical supersatura-
tion of the particles that remained interstitial particles (s2). These are the particles that “just did not make it”
to become cloud droplets. All particles with critical supersaturation higher than s2 will also remain interstitial
particles. Importantly, s1 < s2 < smax if kinetic limitation is present. The threshold value of supersaturation
that separates the cloud droplet population from the interstitial aerosol population is therefore between s1

and s2. We estimate this value by taking the average of s1 and s2 and call this the “effective supersaturation”
seff, and we use seff to determine Nd,1 and Nd,2 from the CCN spectra. In practice s1 and s2 are very close, and
they are both lower than smax.

To decompose the difference in cloud droplet number concentration between two cloud parcel simulations,
ΔNd = Nd,2−Nd,1, into a plume and a parcel component, it is useful to define Nd, 3 as the cloud droplet number
concentration for cloud parcel simulation 2 if the effective supersaturation attained was seff, 1, and Nd,4 as the
cloud droplet number concentration for cloud parcel simulation 1 if the maximum supersaturation was seff, 2.
We then rewrite ΔNd:

ΔNd = Nd, 2 − Nd, 1

= 1
2

(
Nd, 2 − Nd, 3 + Nd, 3 − Nd, 1

)
+ 1

2

(
Nd, 2 − Nd, 4 + Nd, 4 − Nd, 1

)
= 1

2

(
Nd, 2 + Nd, 3

)
− 1

2

(
Nd, 1 + Nd, 4

)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

+ 1
2

(
Nd, 2 + Nd, 4

)
− 1

2

(
Nd, 1 + Nd, 3

)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

ΔNd, plume ΔNd, parcel

(9)

As seen in Figure 7, ΔNd, plume can be understood as the difference in Nd calculated using the CCN spectra
of urban plume scenarios 1 and 2 at the average of seff,1 and seff,2. Similarly, ΔNd, parcel is the difference in Nd

calculated with an averaged CCN spectrum of the two scenarios at seff,1 and seff,2.

We then can express the conversion efficiency factor 𝜆N as the sum of a plume component and a parcel
component:

𝜆N =

ΔNd,plume

Nd

ΔNa

Na

+

ΔNd,parcel

Nd

ΔNa

Na

, (10)

𝜆N = 𝜆N,plume + 𝜆N,parcel. (11)

We can map the cloud parcel simulation results in the two-dimensional space formed by 𝜆N,parcel and 𝜆N,plume

as shown in Figure 8. For points in quadrants 2 and 4 the plume and parcel effect counteract each other,
which exemplifies the buffering mechanism in the cloud droplet formation process [Stevens and Feingold,
2009; Carslaw et al., 2013]. For points in quadrants 1 and 3 the plume and parcel effect reinforce each other.
The diagonal with slope −1 indicates 𝜆N = 0. Points along this line show no change in cloud droplet number
concentrations, even though the plume and parcel effects can be large individually.

Points from the simulations where the aerosol background concentration was changed are shown in blue,
corresponding to Figure 4a. For all these cases 𝜆N,plume is positive and 𝜆N,parcel negative. The effective super-
saturation for the B10 simulations reached higher values than for the B100 simulations due to reduced water
vapor competition when less background aerosol particles are present. For most cases the magnitude of
𝜆N,plume was larger than the magnitude of 𝜆N,parcel. This means that the differences in cloud droplet num-
ber concentration when changing the aerosol background concentration were mainly due to changes in the
aerosol population. Three exceptions exist where the magnitude of 𝜆N,parcel was larger than that of 𝜆N,plume

For these three cases a reduction from B100 to B10 led to an increase in cloud droplet number concentra-
tion, because the increase in supersaturation overcompensated the decrease in CCN concentration. These
were the cases from the cloud parcel simulations using urban plume scenarios B100-E100-G100-T12 and
B10-E100-G100-T12 (all three cooling rates). The scenario B100-E100-G100-T12 had the highest aerosol num-
ber concentration (see Figure 1a), and most particles were aged and CCN active. Although the total number
concentration decreased when reducing the background concentration from B100 to B10, the reduced com-
petition of water vapor in the B10 scenario led to an increase in effective supersaturation that caused more
particles to activate than in B100.
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Figure 8. Plume and parcel component of the conversion efficiency factor
𝜆N. Points above the diagonal line correspond to a net-positive 𝜆N. Blue
symbols correspond to the cases when the change in aerosol number
concentration was produced by changing aerosol background
concentration values (compare to Figure 4a). Red symbols correspond to
cases when the change in aerosol number concentration was produced by
changing BC emission rates (compare to Figure 4b).

Points from the simulations where

different BC emission rates were com-

pared are shown in red, corresponding

to Figure 4b. These illustrate two dif-

ferent effects of BC on clouds, which

we termed the “additive” effect and

the “competition” effect. The values

for 𝜆N,plume are positive in most cases,

i.e., reducing BC emissions resulted

in reduced CCN concentrations,

combined with a negative value of

𝜆N,parcel. This indicates that a similar

mechanism operates here as dis-

cussed for the cases when the aerosol

background concentration changed.

Since under these conditions emitting

more BC particles will increase CCN

concentrations, we refer to this as the

additive effect. In Bond et al. [2013,

section 7.2, Figure 24] this is called

the LC1 effect. Noteable exceptions

from this pattern are four cases with

negative values for 𝜆N,plume. For these

cases the reduction in BC emissions

led to more CCN. A common feature

of these cases is that they were all

based on T1-urban plume scenarios

and contained therefore mainly fresh BC particles. Reducing the concentration of these particles reduced the

competition of BC particles for secondary aerosol material, leading to overall more CCN, and we refer to this

as the competition effect. This is similar, but not identical, to the LC2 effect mentioned in Bond et al. [2013,

section 7.2, Figure 24]. The LC2 effect assumes that by reducing BC, sulfate might preferentially form fresh

particles and additional sulfate would condense upon pure sulfate particles, thereby resulting in more CCN;

however, those CCN do not contain BC. In our cases we observe the competition for condensable material

among the BC particles.

A few data points fall in the first quadrant indicating that the plume and the parcel effect reinforce each

other. However, the magnitudes of both 𝜆N,plume and 𝜆N,parcel are small, and we therefore do not consider these

cases further.

6. Error in Cloud Microphysical Properties Due to Simplified Aerosol Mixing
State Representation

To quantify the importance of aerosol mixing state for predicting cloud microphysical quantities, we com-

pared the particle-resolved cloud parcel simulations as presented in section 4 to simulations where we

averaged the composition of the input aerosol population within prescribed size bins before performing the

cloud parcel simulation.

Ching et al. [2012, Appendix B] both presented a procedure to average particles to force them to have the same

composition and derived the conservation properties of this averaging algorithm. Here we generalized this

approach to apply it to the simulations that use the weighted flow algorithm [DeVille et al., 2011]. We explain

the details of the new procedure in Appendix A. The particles are placed in 25 logarithmically spaced size bins

ranging from 10−10 to 10−5 m according to their dry diameters. In each size bin, the particles are averaged to

have the same composition, but they retain their original sizes.
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Figure 9. Frequency distributions of the error in the four cloud microphysical quantities, fN, fBC, reff and 𝜖, due to
composition averaging. Note that the bins for fBC are logarithmically spaced.

We constructed such a “composition-averaged” cloud parcel input from all urban plume scenarios and
evaluated the differences between particle-resolved reference case and composition-averaged case for
four cloud microphysical quantities, namely, cloud droplet number fraction fN, mass fraction of BC that is
nucleation-scavenged fBC, effective radius reff, and relative spectral dispersion 𝜖.

We define the error for a quantity X due to composition averaging as

ΔX =
Xcomp − Xref

Xref
, (12)

where Xcomp and Xref are values of quantity X calculated with composition-averaged and particle-resolved
aerosol population, respectively, and X can be fN, fBC, reff, or 𝜖.

Figure 9 shows histograms of the frequency distribution of the errors in the four quantities, fN, fBC, reff,
and 𝜖 for all 96 cloud parcel simulations. For the cases investigated, ΔfN was within 25%, with overestima-
tions more prevalent. One cloud parcel simulation produced an error outside this range (ΔfN ∼ 45% for
B10-E100-G100-T1-C0.5), since it contained very diverse externally mixed hydrophobic and hygroscopic sub-
populations as explained in more detail below. The error in scavenged BC mass concentration can be as large
as several hundred percent and consists exclusively of overpredictions. Simplified aerosol mixing state repre-
sentation can result in both underprediction and overprediction of spectral dispersion, with the magnitude
ranging between −30% and +60%.
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Figure 10. Error in activation fraction, fN, due to composition averaging as a function of BC emission rate and cooling
rate (a–d) and as a function of gas emission rate and cooling rate (e–f ). The two dots next to each other for each BC
emission rate and cooling rate (a–d) represent the results for the B100-scenario (upper left symbol) and the
B10-scenario (lower right symbol). To increase the color resolution of the color bar, the maximum error
was capped at 20%. The maximum error in fN is 45% and occurs for B10-E100-G100-C0.5-T1.

Composition averaging resulted in an underprediction of the effective radius reff for most of the cloud parcel

simulations. The underprediction in reff is consistent with the overprediction in fN, and the magnitudes ofΔreff

are approximately 1∕3 of the corresponding magnitudes ofΔfN (see Ching et al. [2012] for the derivation), with

a range between +4.6% and −12.3%.

The errors in fN (and therefore also in reff) and fBC depend in a systematic way on some of the input parameters.

To visualize this, we display the results as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The upper four panels, (Figures 10a–10d

and 11a–11d), show the error for the quantity of interest for all G100 plume scenarios as a function of cooling

rate (abscissa) and BC emission rate (ordinate) at four selected plume hours, tp = 1 h, tp = 12 h, tp = 24 h, and

tp = 48 h, respectively. The two simulations at different levels of aerosol background concentrations for the

same BC emission rate and cooling rate are shown by two dots next to each other, with the upper left symbol

for B100 and the lower right symbol for B10. The lower four panels, (Figures 10e–10h and 11e–11h), show the

error for the B100-E100 plume scenarios, now stratified by cooling rate and gas emission rate, for the same

four selected plume hours.
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Figure 11. Error in black carbon nucleation-scavenged fraction, fBC, due to composition averaging as a function of BC
emission rate and cooling rate (a–d), and as a function of gas emission rate and cooling rate (e–f ). The two dots next to
each other for each BC emission rate and cooling rate (a–d) represent the results for the B100-scenario (upper left
symbol) and the B10-scenario (lower right symbol). Note the logarithmic scale of the color bar.

Figure 10 shows that comparing the four different plume times, the overestimation in fN is largest for
tp = 1 h, reaching a maximum of 45% for B10-E100-G100-T1-C0.5. At this time the population consists of
two distinct subpopulations, namely, freshly emitted hydrophobic black carbon particles and hygroscopic
background particles, as shown in Figure 2a. Composition averaging results in an artificial mixing of hydropho-
bic and hygroscopic aerosol material. After this procedure some aerosol particles can activate that would not
activate in the particle-resolved reference calculation, and vice versa. The net outcome for most conditions
simulated here is that fN increases after composition averaging, giving rise to positive ΔfN. For some cases, fN

decreases after composition averaging, leading to negative ΔfN. These are cases for early plume hours when
the subpopulation of BC particles is still fresh.

At later plume hours (Figures 10b–10d), some aging of the BC-containing particles has taken place, and the
artificial mixing has less impact on Nd; hence, ΔfN decreases. However, the details of this aging process in the
urban plume play a role. For example, at tp = 24 h, the errors in fN are larger than at tp = 12 h and 48 h. This is
due to evaporation of ammonium nitrate toward the end of the first day, reversing the aging process to some
extent [Ching et al., 2012, Figure 1d].

Figures 10e–10h show that the errors in fN for the G50 and G25 plume scenarios are larger than that for
the G100 simulations. The maximum error in fN was 11% among all B100-E100 plume scenarios at G100,
while it reached 22% and 25% for G50 and G25, respectively. When the gas emission rates are reduced,
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Figure 12. (a) Difference in CCN concentration fraction between particle-resolved and composition-averaged
calculations, 𝜙CCN; (b) difference in BC mass concentration fraction, 𝜙BC as a function of critical supersaturation, sc for
scenario B100-E25-G100-T24. The two vertical lines indicate the maximum supersaturations attained in cloud parcel
simulations at two cooling rates, C0.15 (the left vertical line in each panel) and C0.85 (the right vertical line in
each panel).

less condensable secondary aerosol mass is produced, so the aerosol aging process is slowed down, and larger
errors persist for a comparatively longer time. From the overview in Figure 10 it also becomes obvious thatΔfN

does not show any simple relationship with cooling rate, black carbon emission rate or background particle
concentration.

Figure 11 show the errors in nucleation-scavenged BC mass fraction. Note that the color bar is scaled loga-
rithmically. The errors, ΔfBC, are largest for tp =1 h, ranging between 21% and 1022%, and gradually decrease
for larger plume times. For example, at tp =12 h, ΔfBC lies in a much smaller range, from 6% to 58%. Similar to
ΔfN and for the same reasons, ΔfBC increases for the simulations with reduced gas phase emissions.

Comparing the magnitudes of ΔfN to ΔfBC, we see that small error in fN does not necessarily imply small error
in fBC, and this is again consistent with the findings in Ching et al. [2012]. The reason is that composition aver-
aging distorts the mixing state information. Even if the cloud droplet number concentrations are the same in
particle-resolved and composition-averaged calculations, the composition of the particles may differ substan-
tially, which leads to larger errors in ΔfBC. This study confirms that this holds true in an extended parameter
space of BC emission rate, background particle concentration, gas emission rate, and cooling rate.

It is interesting to note thatΔfBC decreases for increasing cooling rate, while forΔfN we do not see a systematic
dependence on cooling rate. To explain this, we compare the dependence on supersaturation of the following
two quantities:

𝜙CCN =
(

NCCN

Na

)
comp

−
(

NCCN

Na

)
ref

𝜙BC =
(

mBC

ma

)
comp

−
(

mBC

ma

)
ref

,

where NCCN is the CCN number concentration at a given supersaturation, and mBC is the black carbon
mass concentration associated with the corresponding CCN population. Na and ma are total number and
mass concentration, respectively. The subscripts “comp” and “ref” denote whether the calculation is based
on composition-averaged or particle-resolved population. The quantities 𝜙CCN and 𝜙BC as a function of
supersaturation show how ΔfN and ΔfBC vary with cooling rate (or cloud parcel supersaturation).

Figure 12 depicts 𝜙CCN and 𝜙BC for the cloud parcel simulation using input B100-E25-G100-T24 (upper row
for E25 in Figures 10c and Figure 11c), but this is representative for all the cloud parcel simulations con-
sidered here. The black vertical lines represent the two maximum supersaturations that were attained in
the cloud parcel simulations for the lowest and the highest cooling rate, C0.15 and C0.85, respectively.
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Both 𝜙CCN and 𝜙BC are zero for very small and very high supersaturations. This is expected, since for very
low ambient supersaturations none of the particles activate, while for very high ambient supersaturations
all particles activate, regardless of the per-particle composition. A maximum in 𝜙CCN and 𝜙BC is obtained for
intermediate supersaturation values. It turns out that the maximum of𝜙BC (orΔfBC) is reached for lower ambi-
ent supersaturations compared to𝜙CCN (or ΔfN). The maximum supersaturations attained in the cloud parcels
intersect the𝜙BC curve on the right shoulder; hence, higher cooling rates consistently result in smallerΔfBC. In
contrast, the𝜙CCN curve is intersected on the left shoulder or (for some other examples) around the maximum
of the curve. Hence, ΔfN can increase or decrease with increasing cooling rate.

7. Summary and Conclusion

We constructed the first-ever set of particle-resolved cloud parcel simulations covering a range of realistic
conditions to study two different impacts of BC mixing state on cloud formation: (1) how does BC mixing state
affect the change in cloud droplet number concentration caused by a change in aerosol number concentra-
tion and (2) if we neglect BC mixing state information, how much error is incurred in cloud microphysical
properties?

In section 5, we developed a new process-level analysis method to attribute the response in cloud droplet
number concentration to changes in the underlying aerosol population (“plume effect”) and to changes in
the attained maximum supersaturation in cloud parcel (“parcel effect”). We applied this method to about 100
cloud parcel simulations, which differed in their underlying initial aerosol population and in the cooling rate
that they experienced. In most of the simulations the plume and parcel effect had opposite signs, with the
plume effect dominating.

The results quantify the magnitudes for two different effects of BC on clouds, the “additive effect” and the
“competition effect.” Depending on which of these two effects prevails, emitting BC particles may result
in either more or less CCN overall. We quantified the conditions under which each of these effects dom-
inates and showed that this depends on the BC mixing state. The additive effect dominates when aged
BC particles are present, which then form cloud droplets readily. An increase in BC emissions will result in
an increase of cloud droplet number concentration. In contrast, the competition effect dominates when
the BC particles in the population are fresh, and an increase in BC emissions will result in a decrease of
cloud droplet number concentration. In the cloud parcel simulations considered here the additive effect was
more prevalent, as BC particles aged fairly quickly in the evolving urban plumes. Translating this to the real
atmosphere, we would expect to find the competition effect acting only close to the emission sources, and
models would need to resolve mixing state to capture the transition from the competition regime to the
additive regime.

In section 6, we computed the first quantification of the errors in cloud microphysical properties that result
from neglecting per-particle composition information over a range of scenarios. The error ranged from −12%
to +45% for the fraction of aerosol particles that activated to form cloud droplets, and from −12% to +4%
for the cloud droplet effective radius. The errors in the spectral dispersion ranged from −30% to +60% for
the scenarios investigated here. These errors are smaller than the enhancement in spectral dispersion caused
by entrainment, which can widen cloud droplet spectra by an order of magnitude [Bewley and Lasher-Trapp,
2011]. The nucleation-scavenged BC mass fraction can be overestimated by over 1000%. Errors in activation
fraction, effective radius, and scavenged BC mass fraction tended to be larger for the scenarios that contained
a subpopulation of fresh BC particles, which were artificially aged by the composition-averaging procedure.
This was the case for the scenarios at early plume times (representing conditions close to emission sources),
and for scenarios with reduced gas emission rate, since for these scenarios less secondary aerosol mass was
produced; hence, the aging process was slowed down. As found in Ching et al. [2012] a small error for activation
fraction was not necessarily associated with a small error for scavenged BC mass fraction. In contrast to the
error in activation fraction, the error in nucleation-scavenged mass fraction showed a decrease with increasing
cooling rate.

Slingo [1990] suggested that examining cloud impacts on climate requires an accuracy of 5% in cloud
microphysical quantities such as cloud droplet number concentration and effective radius of cloud droplets.
Similarly, Ohring et al. [2005] recommended an accuracy of 2% to 10% for cloud droplet effective radius. Our
results show that neglecting aerosol mixing state by itself can produce errors of this magnitude.
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Appendix A: Weighted Averaging

As discussed in section 6, the averaging procedures originally developed in Ching et al. [2012, Appendix B]
do not directly apply to the weighted flow algorithm [DeVille et al., 2011] used in this paper. In this
appendix we describe how to extend the averaging procedures to this case. In the following subsections we
consider a single-size bin containing N particles. To extend these procedures to an entire particle population
the averaging is done independently for the set of particles in each bin.

Section A1 extends composition averaging to the weighted case and shows that all properties of the
unweighted algorithm carry over. Unlike composition averaging, size averaging cannot be extended to the
weighted case while preserving all bulk quantities (total volume/mass and total number). Instead, we present
two variants of the size-averaging procedure, one that preserves total volume or mass and one that preserves
total number. Sections A2 and A4 present these two variants and show that in general the combination of
composition averaging and size averaging still cannot preserve both total volume/mass and total number,
although there a correction can be applied in the single-bin case to achieve this outcome.

A1. Composition Averaging
Composition averaging takes the N particles in each bin and gives them each the same composition (i.e., the
same volume fractions of constituent species) while preserving the individual particle sizes and the total bulk
species volume fractions. The results can be extended to mass fractions by multiplying the volumes by the
appropriate species densities.

We begin by defining the basic quantities:

va
i = volume of species a = 1,… ,A in particle i = 1,… ,N (A1)

W(v) = weighting function at volume v. (A2)

From these basic quantities we can define several derived quantities:

vi =
A∑

a=1

va
i = total volume of particle i (A3)

va
W =

N∑
i=1

W(vi)va
i = weighted total volume of species a in all particles (A4)

vW =
N∑

i=1

A∑
a=1

W(vi)va
i =

N∑
i=1

W(vi)vi =
A∑

a=1

va
W = weighted total volume of all particles (A5)

NW =
N∑

i=1

W(vi) = weighted total number. (A6)

The weighted composition-averaged particles are specified by their species volumes ṽa
i , defined by

ṽa
i =

va
W vi

vW
. (A7)

From the above definition, we can derive the following properties of weighted composition averaging:

ṽi =
A∑

a=1

ṽa
i =

A∑
a=1

va
W vi

vW
= vi (particle volumes are preserved) (A8)

ṽa
W =

N∑
i=1

W(ṽi)ṽa
i =

N∑
i=1

W(vi)
va

W vi

vW
= va

W (weighted total species volumes are preserved) (A9)

ṽW =
N∑

i=1

A∑
a=1

W(ṽi)ṽa
i =

N∑
i=1

A∑
a=1

W(vi)
va

W vi

vW
=

N∑
i=1

W(vi)vi = vW (weighted total volume is preserved) (A10)

ÑW =
N∑

i=1

W(ṽi) =
N∑

i=1

W(vi) = NW (weighted total number is preserved) (A11)
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ṽa
i

ṽi
=

va
W vi

vW

1
vi

=
va

W

vW
(per-particle species ratios are all equal to the weighted total species ratios) (A12)

ṽi

ṽW
=

vi

vW
(particle volume ratios of weighted total volume are preserved). (A13)

From the above results we see that weighted composition averaging preserves the same properties as the
original (unweighted) composition-averaging procedure [Ching et al., 2012, Appendix B1].

A2. Size Averaging (Volume- or Mass-Preserving Version)
Size averaging takes the N particles in each bin and gives each of them the same size (i.e., the same volume)
while preserving the per-particle compositions (i.e., the volume fractions of constituent species). We present
the volume-preserving version here and the mass-preserving version using constituent masses rather than
constituent volumes.

We use the notation from section A1. The weighted size-averaged particles (volume-preserving version) are
specified by their species volumes v̌a

i , which are defined by

v̌a
i =

va
i

vi
v∗, (A14)

where v∗ satisfies

vW =
N∑

i=1

W(vi)vi =
M∑

i=1

W(v∗)v∗. (A15)

If W is continuous then at least one v∗ exists in
[
minN

i=1(vi),maxN
i=1(vi)

]
. If vW(v) is also strictly monotonic (as

is the case for the weighting schemes used in this paper) then v∗ is unique.

From the above definition we obtain the following properties of weighted size averaging (volume-preserving
version):

v̌i =
A∑

a=1

v̌a
i =

A∑
a=1

va
i

vi
v∗ = v∗ (particle volumes are weighted-average volume) (A16)

v̌a
W =

N∑
i=1

W(v̌i)v̌a
i =

N∑
i=1

W(v∗)
va

i

vi
v∗ ≠ va

W (weighted total species volumes are not preserved) (A17)

v̌W =
N∑

i=1

A∑
a=1

W(v̌i)v̌a
i =

N∑
i=1

A∑
a=1

W(v∗)
va

i

vi
v∗ =

N∑
i=1

W(v∗)v∗ = vW (weighted total volume is preserved) (A18)

ŇW =
N∑

i=1

W(v̌i) =
N∑

i=1

W(v∗) ≠ NW (weighted total number is not preserved) (A19)

v̌a
i

v̌i
=

va
i

vi
v∗

v∗ =
va

i

vi
(per-particle species ratios are preserved) (A20)

v̌i

v̌W
= v∗

vW
(particle volume ratios of total volume are all equal). (A21)

Here we see that size averaging (volume-preserving version) does indeed preserve the total volume as well
as the per-particle compositions, but that total species volumes and total number are not preserved.
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A3. Combining Size and Composition Averaging (Volume- or Mass-Preserving Version)
Combining both volume-preserving size and composition averaging retains the above preservation proper-
ties from section A2 and additionally preserves total species volumes. To see this, we calculate the particle
compositions ̌̃va

i resulting from doing weighted size averaging after weighted composition averaging:

̌̃va
i =

ṽa
i

ṽi
ṽ∗ =

va
W vi

vW

1
vi

ṽ∗ =
va

W

vW
v∗, (A22)

where we use the fact that ṽ∗ = v∗ arising from the requirement:

N∑
i=1

W(ṽ∗)ṽ∗ =
N∑

i=1

W(ṽi)ṽi = ṽW = vW =
N∑

i=1

W(vi)vi =
N∑

i=1

W(v∗)v∗. (A23)

The properties of weighted volume-preserving size averaging after weighted composition averaging are thus

̌̃vi =
A∑

a=1

̌̃va
i =

A∑
a=1

va
W

vW
v∗ = v∗ (particle volumes are average volume) (A24)

̌̃va
W =

N∑
i=1

W( ̌̃vi) ̌̃va
i =

N∑
i=1

W(v∗)
va

W

vW
v∗ = va

W (weighted total species volumes are preserved) (A25)

̌̃vW =
A∑

a=1

̌̃va
W =

A∑
a=1

va
W = vW (weighted total volume is preserved) (A26)

̌̃NW =
N∑

i=1

W( ̌̃vi) =
N∑

i=1

W(v∗) = ÑW ≠ NW (weighted total number is not preserved) (A27)

̌̃va
i

̌̃vi

=
va

W

vW
v∗ 1

v∗ =
va

W

vW
(per-particle species ratios are equal to weighted total species ratios) (A28)

̌̃vi

̌̃vW

= v∗

vW
(particle volume ratios of weighted total volume are all equal). (A29)

From the above results we see that combined weighted volume-preserving size and composition averaging
gains the additional property of preserving weighted total species volumes, but still does not preserve the
total number.

Note that we could preserve both volume and number concentrations exactly by also adjusting W to W̌ = 𝛼W
so that

N∑
i=1

W̌(v∗) =
N∑

i=1

W(vi) (A30)

N∑
i=1

W̌(v∗)v∗ =
N∑

i=1

W(vi)vi. (A31)

This requires

v∗ =
∑N

i=1 W(vi)vi∑N
i=1 W(vi)

(A32)

𝛼 =
∑N

i=1 W(vi)∑N
i=1 W(v∗)

. (A33)

As averaging is performed per bin, however, this would result in different 𝛼 (and thus different W̌) for each
bin, making this feasible only if a single bin is being used that contains all particles.
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A4. Size Averaging (Number-Preserving Version)
This section presents the alternative size-averaging procedure that preserves total number, in contrast to the
volume- or mass-preserving variant in section A2.

We use the notation from section A1. The weighted size-averaged particles (number-preserving version) are
specified by their species volumes v̊a

i , which are defined by:

v̊a
i =

va
i

vi
v°, (A34)

where v∘ satisfies:

NW =
N∑

i=1

W(vi) =
M∑

i=1

W(v°). (A35)

If W is continuous then at least one v∘ exists in
[
minN

i=1(vi),maxN
i=1(vi)

]
. If W(v) is also strictly monotonic (as is

the case for the weighting schemes used in this paper) then v∘ is unique.

From the above definition, the properties of weighted size averaging (number-preserving version) are

v̊i =
A∑

a=1

v̊a
i =

A∑
a=1

va
i

vi
v° = v° (particle volumes are weighted-average volume) (A36)

v̊a
W =

N∑
i=1

W(v̊i)v̊a
i =

N∑
i=1

W(v°)
va

i

vi
v° ≠ va

W (weighted total species volumes are not preserved) (A37)

v̊W =
N∑

i=1

A∑
a=1

W(v̊i)v̊a
i =

N∑
i=1

A∑
a=1

W(v°)
va

i

vi
v° =

N∑
i=1

W(v°)v° ≠ vW (weighted total volume is not preserved)

(A38)

N̊W =
N∑

i=1

W(v̊i) =
N∑

i=1

W(v°) = NW (weighted total number is preserved) (A39)

v̊a
i

v̊i
=

va
i

vi
v°

v°
=

va
i

vi
(per-particle species ratios are preserved) (A40)

v̊i

v̊W
= v°

v̊W
(particle volume ratios of total volume are all equal). (A41)

From the above derivations we see that size averaging (number-preserving version) does preserve the total
number and per-particle compositions, while setting all particles sizes to a single value, but that total volume
is not preserved.

A5. Combining Size and Composition Averaging (Number-Preserving Version)
Combining number-preserving size and composition averaging does not result in additional preservation
properties, unlike the volume-preserving case (section A3). This can be seen by calculating the particle
compositions ̊̃va

i obtained if weighted size averaging is done after weighted composition averaging:

̊̃va
i =

ṽa
i

ṽi
ṽ° =

va
W vi

vW

1
vi

ṽ° =
va

W

vW
v°, (A42)

where we use the fact that ṽ° = v° arising from the requirement

N∑
i=1

W(ṽ°) =
N∑

i=1

W(ṽi) = ÑW = NW =
N∑

i=1

W(vi) =
N∑

i=1

W(v°). (A43)
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The properties of weighted number-preserving size averaging after weighted composition averaging can now
be found:

̊̃vi =
A∑

a=1

̊̃va
i =

A∑
a=1

va
W

vW
v° = v° (particle volumes are average volume) (A44)

̊̃va
W =

N∑
i=1

W( ̊̃vi) ̊̃va
i =

N∑
i=1

W(v°)
va

W

vW
v° ≠ va

W (weighted total species volumes are not preserved) (A45)

̊̃vW =
A∑

a=1

̊̃va
W =

A∑
a=1

N∑
i=1

W(v°)
va

W

vW
v° =

N∑
i=1

W(v°)v° = v̊W ≠ vW (weighted total volume is not preserved)

(A46)

̊̃NW =
N∑

i=1

W( ̊̃vi) =
N∑

i=1

W(v°) = ÑW = NW (weighted total number is preserved) (A47)

̊̃va
i

̊̃vi

=
va

W

vW
v°

1
v°

=
va

W

vW
(per-particle species ratios are equal to the weighted total species ratios) (A48)

̊̃vi

̊̃vW

= v°
v̊W

(particle volume ratios of weighted total volume are all equal). (A49)

From the above derivations we see that combining number-preserving size and composition averaging
does not gain any preservation properties, in contrast to the combination of volume-preserving size and
composition averaging.

As for the volume-preserving version, the number-preserving size-averaging method can use a scaled weight-
ing function to preserve both total volume and number when combined with composition averaging in the
single-bin case. See the end of section A3 for a discussion of how this can be done.
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